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All the essentials for a
dirty and clean summer.

"Playing 
DirtyClean

and "

46#



27 Methuen St. Woodbrook, Trinidad
P: 868 623-1200
E: everythingscorch@gmail.com
www.thescorch.com
twitter.com/scorchmagazine
instagram: @scorchmag
YouTube: scorchmagazine
snapchat: @scorchmag

 @hypahoppa
        sent you a snap

Scorch
Rookie

Major    alert. If you're missing 
out on this snap action, you've 
played yourself. Stay in the loop 
with the maddest social media 
accounts: snapchat @SCORCHmag, 
IG @SCORCHmagazine, Facebook-
SCORCH magazine, and Youtube- 
SCORCHmagazine. What ya go do 
ya knowww!?

On Instagram?
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Scan Me!
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Makeup:
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THE SPANISH
Not since 1498 have there been so many Spanish hair. Weaves 
of all kind. Hmmm. No not hair. Here. Ok. Gotcha—The Spanish 
are here.(Weaves, eyelashes and nails too) And when they’re 
not here, they’re apparently in Spanish Harlem, Copa and other 
“night clubs” and “bars”. And just like the Christopher Columbus 
variety, they’re all about their mula.The rest are hopefully just 
your normal immigrants who work hard despite not speaking 
an ounce of English. pshh! That’s the best bang for your buck. 

SNAPCHAT
The Oxford’s dictionary 
definition of Snap 2010: 
break or cause to break 
suddenly and completely, typically with 
a sharp cracking sound. Snap Summer 
2016 definition: Hold and record a video 
or picture, typically for 10 seconds. To be 
fair, breaking suddenly and completely 
can be caused
by both definitions. 

      POKEMON GO
You know it serious when even 
yuh granny rolling around in her 
wheelchair to catch 'em all. Not 
since colour TV has there been 
such a technological sensation 
as epic as Pokemon Go. (Ok 
probably the airplane, internet, 
whatsapp, smartphones, yeah, 
yeah, yeah, we get the point). 
But Pokemenaia has definately 
spread everywhere. 

RECESSION
Psshhht. What recession? Ok 
yeah there’s an economic 
blah blahh blah of blahh blahh blah, but 
who around you do you really see taking on 
the recession or adjusting their spending?

SPEED LIMIT
Everybody bumpin up 
their gum about the 
80km, and this and that, 
but nobody ain’t studyin’ 
the lack of road fatalities 
since its implementation. 
Hmmm.

1

What’s
Poppin’

5
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The New 
Sunita!
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SINEAD
MOHAMMED

7++

Age: 21 Years
Zodiac: Libra
Reppin: Princes Town

Barbados yuh rasshole!

Define a great Summer 
16 in three words.
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Hell yea

Carnival for sure.

Have you ever done “it” 
on the beach?

 When do you think more 
hornin’ happens, during 

Carnival or during Summer?
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Patrick Manning shall go 
down in history as one of 
the greatest fathers our 
nation has had. 
________________________________

He always strived for excellence and 
worked non-stop to ensure a brighter 
future for not only our nation, but the 
Caribbean region as well. Mr. Manning 
was Prime Minister by electoral victory 
three times in TnT's history-1991, 
2002 and 2007. During his tenure, Mr. 
Manning established a strong economic 
and energy architecture through 
decisive policy changes, feuling the 
country's infrastructure, health system, 
education and culture.

 A Tribute to

Patrick
Augustus Mervyn

Manning 
August 17, 1946 -July 2, 2016

HOT
TPC
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On the 17th of August 
1946, in the City of 
San Fernando, Patrick 
Augustus Mervyn 
Manning was born. 
Young Manning recieved 
his secondary education 
at Presentation College, 
and then went on to earn 
his Bachelor's Degree 
from the University of the 
West Indies at Mona, in 
1969. After graduation 
he returned to Trinidad 
where he worked as a 
geologist for Texaco.

Mr. Manning entered 
Parliament in 1971 
representing the 
San Fernando East 
constituency, which he 
dutifully served from 1971 

until 2015. Between 1971 
and 1978 he served as 
Parliamentary Secretary 
in various Ministries 
before being appointed 
Junior Minister in the 
Ministry of Finance in 
the government of Eric 
Williams. In 1979 he 

was given the additional 
position of Junior 
Minister in the Office 
of the Prime Minister. 
In 1981 he was given a 
full Cabinet position of 
Minister of Information 
and Minister of Industry 
and Commerce. Between 
1981 and 1986 he served 
as Minister of Energy and 
Natural Resources. He 
was also the Leader of the 
Opposition from 1986 to 
1990 and again from 1995 
to 2001.

On 24th September 2007 
, Manning was rushed to 
Cuba to resolve issues 
he was having with his 
heart. On 23th January 
2012, Manning suffered 
a mild stroke. He was 
diagnosed with cancer 
in the lungs, heart and 
prostate on 30th June 
2016 and died of Acute 
Myeloid Leukemia at 8:15 
AM on 2nd July at the 
San Fernando General 
Hospital, a month before 
his 70th birthday.

With his passing we 
have lost a great leader 
and an even greater 
man. Mr. Manning 
epitomized sacrifice, 
humility and vison. 
He was TnT's longest 
serving Parliamentarian 
and public servant, who 
throughout his political 
career put the greater 
good of the nation over 
individual gain. We at 
SCORCH salute and 
thank you Mr. Patrick 
Augustus Mervyn 
Manning. May you rest in 
eternal peace.
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The legendary cruise that 
always starts the summer. 
And though the weather didn’t 
play along at times, it certainly 
didn’t sour the vibes. 

From as early as lunchtime 
bikinis and coolers were 
trickling in the Harbour Master 
carpark and from the moment 
the boat left the dock it was lit. 

Special shoutout to all the hot 
girls that stayed on the upper 
deck and partied in the rain. We 
see you!! 

16

The Original

SCORCH 
Summer
Cruise

SCN
OUT
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Aye!!
Who's That

Girl?
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Yes.

Bikinis, Hiking, Tequila.

Have you ever done “it” 
on the beach?

Define a great Summer 
16 in three words.
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MEGHAN
CHIN CHUCK
Age: 23 Years
Zodiac: Aries
Reppin: San Juan

• • • •7++

Photo: @lydenography
Bikini: Rebel@rebelusian
Jewelry: Naiad@spiritofnaiad
Photo Retouching: Damian Evans
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Champagne? 
Dressed in all 
white? Moet on 
the Rocks was an 
affair that even 
Diddy would have 
been proud of.

  The 
Rocks

IV
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“I hate having extra cash and I love 
living pay-cheque to pay-cheque.” 
- Said no one ever. 

Well at least not by a Trini. Who especially in the 
midst of a recession, job layoffs and a slight increase 
in some taxes, will pull any reason out of a straw 
hat as to why they’re broke. Mind you, they’re broke 
since Manning was in office, BBM was popping and 
baggy clothing was the flick, but no--it’s this dread-
ful recession that now has them broke this Summer 
16. So to SCORCH some light through their tunnel 
of brokenness, we provide these rules and tips for 
FREE; which can be applied by everyone—broke 
and balling, poor and rich, smart and illiterate...well 
probably not by the latter, this summer 2016.

1. The 80/20 Rule
Whatever you earn, from the largest sum to the most 
miniscule amount, spend 80% of it and save the remaining 
20% like it was the bread and wine from the last supper. So 
if you earn $1, spend 80 cents and put aside the remaining 
20 cents. Simple.

2. The Tomorrow Rule
Walking down Frederick Street you spot a dress you kind of 
like and definitely don’t need, but its month end so what the 
hell. Instead of rushing in and dropping your hard earned 
cash, sleep on it; give it a day or two, and if after that you 
still feel like you need that dress or whatever it is, go ahead 
and get it.

3. Invest
The idea here is to have your money working for you, 
instead of you working for your money. This tip takes skill 
and can be risky, but the investment into the right business, 
or idea can pay dividends in the long run.

4. Learn the Difference Between 
Assets and Liabilities
In remaining along the lines of keeping it simple, an asset 
is anything that can potentially bring you value or increase 
in value (Land, gold) and a liability is anything that can 
potentially cost you, or decreases in value: that new car you 
just revved out the lot has already lost some of its value 
by the next day. Summer isn’t only about blowing dough, 
there ample opportunity to rake in cash, with the right 
entrepreneurial mind.PU
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’ 
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Rock 
it and 

Cock it!

Cumm this summer 
sexteen lets abstain from 
abstinence. let’s let the 
python pounce, let’s let 
the panther prowl, let’s 
let the cock crow, let’s let 
the pussy play. In other 
words, as quoted by pump 
philospher Phd. David 

Banner, “Run girl, let’s 
get this m#*!w wet.” Stop 
sign. Left turn. Right turn. 
H-A-N-D-B-R-A-K-E. Doh 
speed. Besides a ticket, 
you might bounce up STI 
Street, or crash through 
Black Chyna’s Placenta. 
Doh beat up, cause this 

Summer Sixteen when 
things are heating up 
fast, don’t cut down the 
mood with too many 
questions, cause Trojan 
has the pleasure you want 
with the protection you 
trust. #dontmakeamistake 
#coveryoursnake

SAFE
SUMMER
SEX.

Summer coincides with a lot of beach wear and sexy bods, coupled with a 
lot of rainy days where sleeping in late and cuddling can easily escalate to 
kicking in her backdoor. Ok, maybe not that far. But you get the drift.

!

FCK
RY+



A bikini of course.

Name your one Summer 
essential.
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Photo: @lydenography
Jewelry: Naiad@spiritofnaiad

Photo Retouching: Damian Evans
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Photo: @lydenography
Bikini: WET Swimwear @wetswimweartt
Jewelry: Naiad@spiritofnaiad
Photo Retouching: Damian Evans
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7++

HOT
TPC

TAMIKA
HINKSON
Age: 22 Years
Zodiac: Leo
Reppin: Diamond Vale

• • • •

7++

Photo: @lydenography
Bikini: KDG @kdgcreations
Jewelry: Naiad@spiritofnaiad
Photo Retouching: Damian Evans
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If a Trini was stranded 
on a deserted Island and 
could only take three 
things with them, the first 
two things would vary, but 
the one constant would 
be something enjoyable 
to drink. Preferably that 
something to drink would 
come in a glass bottle, and 
its contents far from being 
tarnished by age, are on 
the contrary, enriched 
with the passage of time. 
AHH yes! We see it now. 
A bottle or two of your 
favourite liquor or wine. 
Now that the question 
of what is answered, we 
must answer the question 
of where to get it. Nestled 
on the corner of Tragarete 
Road and Gray Street, 
Woodbrook; an aptly 

wine-coloured building, 
with secure parking, is 
the Mecca of Wine and 
Spirits—SOLERA.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Like Nike is 
to sports, as 
Lipton is to tea, 
so is SOLERA 
to alcoholic 
beverages. 
Backed by 
two years 
of customer 

focused 
service and 
being the 
brainchild of 
Angostura Ltd., 
at SOLERA you 
are sure to find 
the right drink 
for you. 
They offer all of 
Angostura’s products: 
Award-winning, locally 
manufactured rums and 
bitters, rum punches, 
and imported brands of 
wine, prosecco, vodka, 
scotch, and more. And 
for the novice drinker, 
the expertise offered at 
SOLERA is unmatched in 
finding the right drink to 
suit your palate.

HOT
TPC

on

Sippin' on 
a drank, sippin'

on a drank!

Sippin’ 
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“It is traditionally known 
that Trinbagonians have 
a sweet palate,”  says 
Ricardo Bideshi, Senior 
Manager of Marketing at 
SOLERA, “but with more 
and more varietals and 
regions being offered, we 
are able to help people 
diversify their tastes, and 
some are finding that they 
even enjoy a less sweet 
wine.”
“That doesn’t mean the 
wine has to be dry; it 
could be medium sweet, 
with less tannins, and 
still be very palatable 
while keeping it’s 

sophistication.”

Get it right the fist 
time, shop at SOLERA, 
convenient, accessible, 
with all the leading brands 
of alcohol and some 
hidden gems you may 
have never heard of.

Opening Hours:

Monday to 
Friday 

10am to 6pm

Saturdays 
9am to 2pm



I wish! lol kiddinggggg.

Have you ever done "it" on the 
beach?            
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A trifecta of bands kicked off their launches to a packed crowd at the 
Queen's Park Savannah. Amidst the controlled chaos and pyrotechnics, 
was a display of living art in the costumes displayed by Tribe. Free 
drinks, good vibes throughout a well blended crowd of young and old, 
beautiful people; all in all Tribe band launch was a an A+.
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Governor PLUM!

Name your one Summer 
essential.

SEV
EN+
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Chrome Rims. Oversized spoiler, fender 
and side skirts. Carbon fiber matte-black 
finish. Silver tint. Modified suspension. Nos. 
Sound system. Interior and exterior LED 
lighting. So many stickers and vinyl that 
your car’s colour is a mixture of Vybz Kartel’s 
complexion, tie-die and the colours you see 
in a kaleidoscope. Oh, and let’s not forget 
that short stumpy muffler so people two 
streets away can know your awesome ride 
is coming through. However, with all these 
additions that make it look like a 12 year 
old was playing need for speed with your 
whip, it fails to answer a major question—
HOW did Leicester City F.C. win the Premier 
League? No, not that question. Is your whip 
Summer 2016 certified?

.

TRUNK SPACE
Your car better have a big bumper 
to hold coolers, beach mats, beach 
chairs and luggage. 

MUSIC
What better way to drown out the 
wailing police sirens as you drive 90 
kmph down the highway than with 
your favourite Summer 16 Jams?

CLEAN
If your car is more disgusting than 
Doctor Pimple Popper’s videos of her 
extracting yellow-green pus filled 
cysts: we’ve got a huge problem

HOT
WHEELS

TOP 7
SUMMER 16 

JAMS 

_
_
_
 
 
_
_
_
_
 
 
 _

_
_
_

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

One Dance - Drake  

Over Dweet - Popcaan

Panda - Desiigner

Get Away - Voice

Pill in Ibiza - Mike Posner

For Free - DJ Khaled feat. Drake

Champion Boy - Alkaline



NICOLA
SCOTT

• • • •
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Photo: @lydenography
Bikini: WET Swimwear @wetswimweartt
Jewelry: Naiad@spiritofnaiad
Photo Retouching: Damian Evans
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit, 
sed do eiusmod tempor 
incididunt ut labore et dolore 
magna aliqua. Ut enim ad 
minim veniam, quis nostrud 
exercitation ullamco laboris 
nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Duis aute irure 
dolor in reprehenderit indolore 
eu

Pump or Phump? Blast through the mid-week 
slump with a cruise so lit, that this is it's third 
outing. A blend of young and old patrons boarded 
the Treasure Queen 2 to start their weekend off on 
a Wednesday.
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Right in ah the cool,cool 
breeze??

Pump pump pump!

Have you ever done "it" on the 
beach?

Define a great Summer 16in 
three words.

Photo: @lydenography
Bikini: WET Swimwear @wetswimweartt
Jewelry: Naiad@spiritofnaiad
Photo Retouching: Damian Evans
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HIGH SOCIETY PRESENTS THE LIFE
The nearest to partying in Miami that Trinidad has to offer. The 
experience explodes every other Friday and is a hot spot for local 
and foreign celebrities and socialites. Having an underlying Hip-hop 
theme it's easy to turn all the way up. Trust the atmosphere is mos 
def LIT    . And to top it off the ambience entails a number of beautiful 
booths and even hotter bottle hostesses, dance floor lighting, and 
all the while being entertained by an all star DJ cast to ensure your 
Friday night pump is always one to remember. 

吀䠀䔀 䰀䤀䘀䔀

SCN
OUT



TOP Rule s
16. R&R
Whether it's on a hammock, 
a cool early morming walk, or 
a day in 'bago, trust us when 
we say to get as much rest and 
relaxation as you can, because 
this Summer 16 is going to be 
rel pace.

15. Summer Body
They're two times of the year 
the gyms are rammed; a month 
before Carnival and during 
Summer. With that being said, 
don't let that beer belly hang 
lower than the British stock 
market after they pulled out 
of the EU, and ladies, squat, 
squat and when in doubt, squat 
some more. 

14. Beach
Being blessed to live on an 
Island, the beach is a year round 
thing, however beach parties 
during the Summer means 
that its time to step your beach 
game up and not go just once 
a month, but at least once a 
week.

13. Explore
We're not saying you have to be 
Dora or anything, just go on a 
couple hikes, but don't get lost, 
and if you do, be sure you have 
that the Pricesmart sized box 
of Vaseline.

12. Re-evaluate 
your crew
You are the average of the five 
people you hang out with the 
most. Are you an eagle amongst 
Corbeaus, a lion amongst hy-
enas, a Barcelona fan amongst 

Chelsea supporters? It's half 
way through the year, don't 
wait till New Years to start cut-
ting baggage.

11. DDI 
It's also a year round activity, 
but like unwanted pregnancy, 
should be accentuated during 
the Summer.

10. Pool Party
A pool party is like a beach 
party, without the sandflies, 
scenic landscape and sand 
getting in your nether regions 
while you make love.

9. BBQ
Food. Drinks. Good people and 
even better vybz. Sometimes it's 
the small things in life that mat-
ter, like the morning after pill.

8. The Three S's
Sun, sea and sex—like barra, 
channa and chadon beni, all 
three should be combined for 
best results.

7. Get frunk with 
driends
Beer, vodka, rum, wine cham-
pagne, when is it not a good 
time to drink with friends?

6. Make Money
Also should be a year round 
thing, but that project or busi-
ness idea you've been putting 
off, why not follow it through 
this Summer?

5. Go to a concert
Live concerts are the best, not 
because the music sounds 

better—most times your 
favourite artistes really needed 
that studio mastering, but the 
atmosphere makes up for that 
and more. 

4. Get new 
Summer threads
Go online, go to the mall, buy a 
kit that you like, not necessarily 
what's popular, but what you 
like. Simple.

3. Cruises
Your favourite DJs, ocean 

breeze and views that would 
make Drake envious. The only 
thing better than a boat cruise 
is going two boat cruises in 
one day.

2. 騧騜 踙 蠬襱覾 
怲杶沷, 灚襳 搋朠楟 鼀
齕櫌 狅妵妶 髬 駺駹 毹 
墂嫫嵾 倓剟唗 誁趏跮, 
圢帄氕 濞濢燨 黳鼶 韎, 
甀 蠁襏 胾臷菨 笓粊紒 
餈餖駜 鷕黰戄 釢髟偛 
骹麇嚍 滆 圪妀 蝯.
(Translation: with all the party-
ing, drinking, frolicking and 
general awesomeness of this 
Summer 16, we didn't have 
time to think of 16 Rules , so we 
posted something in Mandarin, 
the most Spoken language in 
the world, to randomly fill the 
space—plus it looks badass)

1. Travel
No, we don't mean take a maxi 
down the Priority Bus Route. 
What we mean is to plan a trip, 
whether to Tobago, or New 
York. Go Somewhere.
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Photo: @lydenography
Photo Retouching: Jabar1 Cook
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